
I left my dog poop bag on the trail because:
 select all that apply

 I don’t care about other people’s experience of nature
 I want to set an example of poor citizenship to kids
  I am uneducated
  I want wildlife to ingest the bag, get sick and die
  I do not read
  I can not follow instructions
  I am used to other people picking up my shit
  I am selfish
  I am lazy
  I like seeing other people’s dog poop bags on the trail
  I am a bozo and an idiot
  I do not recognize the privilige I have to bring my dog here
  I am a mindless slob
  I am a litterbug
  I am disrespectful
  I do not really deserve to have access to this park
 I seek to have dog access removed from this park
 I don’t care
 I do not know how to play well with others
 I am so sorry. I will not do this ever again
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